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CONFERENCE TOPICS
• impact of the legislation in the field of CCPs handling on their involvement into the economy;
• statistics on production of CCPs and their beneficial applications in the countries world-wide;
• properties and standardization of coal ash;
• coal ash utilization in the building industry;
• coal ash application in agriculture;
• coal ash utilization in other industries;
• application of high technologies to increase the volumes of coal ash use;
• systems of coal ash handling at power plants.

ORDER
April, 23, 2014
14.00 — 18.00 Registration - hall of the conference room "E" Welcoming reception - conference room "E" hotel "Oksana"
18.00 — 20.00
April, 24, 2014
8.30 — 9.00 Registration of attendees Conference work
9.00 — 17.00 Awarding Ceremony
19.00 — 22.00
April, 25, 2014
9.00 — 18.00 Conference work
April, 26, 2014 Departure of attendees

VENUE
Moscow, Yaroslavskaya str., 15, building 2, hotel "Oksana" (metro VDNH), ph. +7 (495) 980-61-00, info@oksana-hotel.com, http://oksana-hotel.com/

CONTACTS
Phone/fax: +7(495) 362-79-12
E-mail: PutilovVY@ecopower.ru
Maksimenko Y.L. (RSPP, Moscow, Russia)
Meikov A. (National Research University "MPEI", Moscow, Russia)

INFORMATION SUPPORT
International Analytical Review
"ALITinform: Cement. Concrete. Dry Mixtures"
Magazine "Energy saving and water treatment"
Informational and Analytic Journal "Energo-info"

SPONSORS
General sponsor:
ProfCement-Vektor (Leader of the Phoenix Consortium, Russia)

Golden sponsor:
Clyde Bergemann (England)

Golden sponsor:
Omega Minerals Group (Germany)

Sponsor:
Schenk Process (England)

DEAR COLLEAGUES,

We invite you to take part in the V International Conference "Ashes from TPPs: removal, transport, processing, storage", to be held on April, 23-25, 2014 in Moscow. Official languages of the Conference are Russian and English.

Before the event the proceedings will be printed. Following the Conference results a press release in the leading specialized printed and electronic mass media of Russia will be prepared and published. Besides, the Conference press release will be placed on the web sites of IACEE MPEI, ECOBA, World Wide Coal Combustion Products Network and Asian Coal Ash Association.

We accept sponsors’ payments from legal and physical persons in the form of donations on organization and holding of the Conference in RUB or EUR will be placed on the page www.ecopower.ru/index.php?newsid=123

PAYMENT OF REGISTRATION FEES

Organizations and personal persons in the territory of Russia pay Conference participation fee in RUB according to the Participation Contract (a non-cash payment) or in the bank (in cash). Forms of payment documents are placed at www.ecopower.ru/index.php?newsid=123

Note! In case of non-participation of the payer’s representatives the transferred registration fees are returned in full before 1.03.13, in the amount of 50% - before 12.03.13, in the amount of 15% - after 25.03.13

FINANCE SUPPORT

We accept sponsors’ payments from legal and physical persons in the form of donations on organization and holding of the Conference. Sponsors, donating on organization and holding of the Conference till March,14 will be listed in the proceedings and press-release of the Conference in order defined by the sum of donations. The General sponsor has the right to free participation of three representatives in the Conference. The Silver sponsor has the right to free participation of two representatives in the Conference. Sponsors’ payments are accepted in currency or in equivalent RUB. Documents for transferring donations on organization and holding of the Conference in RUB or EUR will be placed on the page www.ecopower.ru/index.php?newsid=123

SILVER SPONSOR – a payment of 5,0 thousand EUR and more. The Silver sponsor has the right to free participation of two representatives in the Conference.

SPONSOR – a payment of 2,0 thousand EUR and more. Sponsor has the right to free participation of one representative in the Conference.

Note! Sponsors, donating on organization and holding of the Conference till March,14 will be listed in the proceedings and press-release of the Conference in order defined by the sum of donations.

CONFERENCE SPEAKERS

- N.B. Nefediyev, K.Y. Kushnir (Ministry of Natural Resources and Ecology of the RF, Moscow)
- A. Jagusiewicz, P. Olzaniecki (Chief Inspectorate of Environmental Protection, Warsaw, Poland)
- V. Kumar (Centre for Fly Ash Research and Management, New Delhi, India)
- H.-J. Feuerborn (ECOBA, Essen, Germany)
- V.Y. Putilov, I.V. Putilova (National Research University "Moscow Power Engineering Institute", Russia)
- D. Harris (Asian Coal Ash Association, Beijing, China)
- S.I. Koizhemyako, V.R. Shvetsov (JSC “TGC #11”, Omsk, Russia)
- A.I. Kalachev (CISC “ProfCement-Vektor”, Saint-Petersburg, Russia)
- A.V. Ukhonov (CISC “ProfCement-Vektor”, Saint-Petersburg, Russia)
- L.L. Bolshakov, L.Y. Goldstein (Alt ANTC Saint-Petersburg, Russia)
- V.A. Afanacin (JSC “Angarskcement”, Angarsk, Russia)
- Z. Gierczycz (Silesian University of Technology in Giwice, Poland)
- D. Brandenburger (BauMineral GmbH, Herten, Germany)
- R. Chaudhry (Clyde Bergemann Materials Handling Ltd, Doncaster, UK)
- M. Heeley (Schenck Process, Doncaster, UK)
- E.M. Ilyin (Energochimkomplekt ltd, Chelyabinsk, Russia)
- S.S. Nurkeev (Kazakh National Technical University named after K.I. Satpaev, Almaty, Kazakhstan)
- S. Kamiński, D. Kamińska (Kamika Instruments, Warsaw, Poland)
- I.V. Gurina (Novocherkassk State Melliorative Academy, Russia)
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V.Y. Putilov, I.V. Putilova (National Research University "Moscow Power Engineering Institute", Russia)

Address of the Organizers:

Russia, 111250, Moscow, Krasnokazarmennaya str., 14, National Research University "Moscow Power Engineering Institute", IACEE MPEI, Organizing Committee of the Conference "Ashes from TPPs", Putilov V.Y.